A Saintly Feel
Using touch-enabled sculptural CAD, Acropolis Studios
delivers exceptionally detailed medallions – driving higher sales
and reducing design time
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“FreeForm helps me to create complex, organic shapes
and intricate details and textures,” says Kenik. With this
system, the user designs by
touch, using a force-feedback haptic device instead
of a computer mouse. Kenik and her designers literally “felt” the models of the
saints come to life as they
sculpted them large-size on
a computer screen, and then
reduced them to the precise
size needed without any loss
of sculptural detail.”

Fig 1

Jill Kenik at work on the
FreeForm sculptural CAD 3D
modeling system.

®

McVan, Inc. is a 60-year old manufacturer of Catholic religious jewelry and
gifts sold through religious gift stores,
based in Attleboro MA. The company
wanted to add 10 new medallions to its
Chapel Jewelry™ line of pendants depicting Catholic saints – this time introducing
lesser known saints with moving personal
stories. Modeling highly figurative details
that conveyed the passion of a saint’s life
in a 3/4-inch medallion was the challenge as well as the key to success.
It meant that the designer must
model a rich 3D portrait – not
just a flat illustration – and
then ensure that all the
intricate details were
fully maintained and
controlled throughout the manufacturing process.

Enter Acropolis Studios of Cranston, RI, whose president Jill Kenik is a
Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT)trained jewelry designer with a belief in
German architect Ludwig Mies Van De
Rohe‘s favorite saying “God is in the details.” Jill used an all-digital design and
production process including FreeForm®
(Fig 3 & 4)– a sculptural CAD 3D modeling system from SensAble Technologies
that integrates haptics (touch-enabled
technology).
The system allowed
Jill’s team to spend less than half
the time on each saint’s medallion, moving from project
start to finished sample
in 1 ½ to 2 days each,
compared to roughly
5 days, while delivering dramatic detail.

If McVan
relied on traditional processes –
either designing a
model in clay, or designing the tooling for
the medallion directly
in steel at actual size – the
time required for modeling such intense detail would be cost-prohibitive to
support a market price of $34.95 for a
sterling or pewter item. With clay, designers work at a greatly increased scale
and carve away material to achieve the
desired shapes and look. Subtle adjustments to the saint’s features to enhance
realism – a different curve of the nose,
more rounded cheeks – mean adding
clay to build the figure up, then reshaping it. With metal tooling, any change
requires throwing away the original tool,
and beginning anew - causing time and
material costs to rise.

First
Jill
researched paintings
and Christian symbols associated with
each saint, such as
St. Joseph the Worker’s
tool set, and St. Veronica’s cloth imprinted with the
image of Christ’s body. She made
either a rough sketch or model, and then
imported them into FreeForm® to sculpt
exacting facial and garment detail that
was critical to the persona of the saint.
For example, on St. Veronica, Jill used
FreeForm to achieve a gentle drape of
her robes and the cloth with the image
of Christ. On St. Joseph the Worker, she
hollowed out his cheeks several times to
achieve a worn and tired look, but on St.
John Bosco she rounded out his cheeks
and tossled his hair.

FreeForm is used by a number
of jewelry manufacturers since it is designed for creating complex, organic
shapes, and intricate details and textures. Based on voxels (think 3D pixels), FreeForm removes the constraints
of topology – mathematical definition,
geometry format, and order of operation – of traditional mathematical-based
modelers, making it incredibly flexible and easy for traditional sculptors
to learn and use. FreeForm also saves
time and enables highly detailed sculptural refinement since the user designs
by touch – using a force-feedback haptic device, instead of a computer mouse.
Jill and her designers literally “felt” the
models of the saints come to life as they
sculpted them large-size on a computer
screen, and then reduced them to the
precise size needed without any loss of
sculptural detail. (Fig 3 & 4)

die striking. McVan originally envisioned
a 4-5 month design time frame for the
project, but by taking full advantage
of digital efficiencies, Acropolis Studios
moved from concept to production with
all 10 medallions (Fig 2) in under six
weeks. The new medallions arrived in
stores in early 2009, packaged for individual sale and in boxed set of prayer
cards and pendants. McVan’s president
says the new saint medallions delivered
significantly stronger sales than he anticipated, and even helped the company
broaden the number of stores that carried his full line.
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When the pendant designs were
complete with borders and lettering, the
Acropolis team generated the g-code for
milling. They used a CNC mill to create
approval samples in high density urethane, adding antiquing details to the
urethane part, checking it to ensure that
the figurative detail remained crisp and
compelling – then going back to FreeForm to make further enhancements, if
needed. Then the team delivered the
final samples to McVan, which OK’d all
10 samples without further revisions.
Finally Acropolis delivered the milling
files to its toolmaker to be milled directly
as steel dies, which were then used for

“When customers browse in
a store, jewelry must catch their eye
quickly or the sales opportunity is lost,”
said Fred Adler, president of McVan, Inc.
“The detail of Jill’s medallions was so
exceptional, and of such high quality,
that even medals of these lesser-known
saints sold well. The quality and detail
alone helped us to attract the customer,
which means we’re helping our retailers
as well.”
“When I started this business
in the mid-90’s, I could easily provide
a 4 to 6 week model turnaround. Now,
most of my customers want a few days
and some even want same-day service,”
said Acropolis’ Kenik. “Combining the
skills of traditional sculptors and craftsmen with the best digital tools for the
job such as FreeForm, I can help the client get from point A to point B very efficiently, without sacrificing quality.”

